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Figure 1. The 32-channel aperture synthesis imager 
showing the 22.51 GHz RF (300 MHz bandwidth) 
antenna-receiver (bottom right) outputting a 3.71 GHz IF 
via cables to the cross-correlator (top left). The system 
sits on top of a portable laboratory bench. 
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ABSTRACT 

The first video rate imagery from a proof-of-concept 32-channel 22 GHz aperture synthesis imager is reported. This 
imager has been brought into operation over the first half of year 2011. Receiver noise temperatures have been measured 
to be ~453 K, close to original specifications, and the measured radiometric sensitivity agrees with the theoretical 
predictions for aperture synthesis imagers (2 K for a 40 ms integration time). The short term (few seconds) magnitude 
stability in the cross-correlations expressed as a fraction was measured to have a mean of 3.45x10-4 with a standard 
deviation of ~2.30x10-4, whilst the figure for the phase was found to have a mean of essentially zero with a standard 
deviation of 0.0181°. The susceptibility of the system to aliasing for point sources in the scene was examined and found 
to be well understood. The system was calibrated and security-relevant indoor near-field and out-door far-field imagery 
was created, at frame rates ranging from 1 to 200 frames per second. The results prove that an aperture synthesis imager 
can generate imagery in the near-field regime, successfully coping with the curved wave-fronts. The original objective of 
the project, to deliver a Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 4 laboratory demonstrator for aperture synthesis passive 
millimetre wave (PMMW) imaging, has been achieved. The project was co-funded by the Technology Strategy Board 
and the Royal Society of the United Kingdom.     
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The use of aperture receiver arrays and electronic beam-
forming revolutionised both radio astronomy, by the 
evolution of the aperture synthesis technique, and radar, 
by the development of phased array technologies. Both 
these technologies synthesise large collection apertures, 
and hence achieve good angular resolution, by spreading 
receivers over a planar surface, dispensing with 
voluminous quasi-optical components. The planar format 
offered by the aperture synthesis technique has benefits 
for the envisaged scenarios of PMMW imagers, such as 
security screening in the confined spaces of entrances, the 
integration or aero-dynamic imagers into the skins of 
aircraft for all-weather flying and integrating imagers on 
to satellites for earth observation. The project was 
designed as a de-risking exercise, to demonstrate the 
feasibility of real-time aperture synthesis PMMW 
imaging, with radiometric sensitivity comparable with 
state of the art systems, typically ~1 K, for far-field and 
near-field imaging. The design of the imager has been 
previously described in outline [1]. This paper reports on 
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the first indoor and outdoor imagery generated by the system and the analysis thereof, successfully completing the 
project.   

2. 32-CHANNEL 22-GHZ APERTURE SYNTHSIS IMAGER DESCRIPTION 
 
2.1  Hardware description  

The aperture synthesis PMMW imager has 32 antenna-receiver channels, sensitive at a frequency of 22.51 GHz as 
described in reference [1] and as illustrated in Figure 1. The antenna array is approximately 11.4 cm across by 9.5 cm 
high, using waveguide horn antennas on a hexagonal grid with a principal axis grid constant of 12 mm, as illustrated in 
Figure 2. The receivers use sub-harmonic mixers with a local oscillator at 9.4 GHz to generate an intermediate frequency 
at 3.71 GHz with a 300 MHz bandwidth. Signals at the intermediate frequency enter a cross-correlator where they are 
down-converted to baseband in a quadrature down-shifting mixer before filtering and single-bit complex sampling using 
an array of 64 comparators clocked at 330 MHz. A Virtex 5 FPGA is then used to perform the cross correlation, 
generating 496 complex cross-correlations and 32 in-phase and quadrature cross multiplies on the output from the 32 
receiver channels. Phase stability is achieved by using Phase-locked Dielectric Resonator Oscillators (PDRO) to 
generator local oscillator radiation for both mixer stages and to generate the clock for the comparators. The PDROs are 
phase locked to a 10 MHz thermally stable, low phase noise (-155 dBc/Hz) crystal oscillator.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An array of patch antennas was also designed for the system, in order that the performance of a horn antenna imager 
could be compared with one using patch antennas. Patch antennas might be cheaper and more appropriate for a complete 
imager being constructed from a printed circuit board technology, enabling a planar format of image only a few 
centimetres thick. In the study it was revealed that the minimum length of the horn antenna would be in the region of two 
and half times the radiation wavelength, whilst that of the patch would be only 15% of the wavelength, which is 3.3 cm 
and 2 mm respectively at 22 GHz.  

2.2  The aperture synthesis technique 

The beam-forming algorithm used is that of the standard aperture synthesis radio astronomy technique [2]. In summary, 
the complex cross correlations are normalised, van-Vleck corrected, corrected for downshifting I and Q phase errors 
arising in non-ideal orthogonal mixer pairs, according to Reference [3], then phase calibrated by measuring the emission 
from a point noise source in the Field-Of-View (FOV), before being placed on a baseline matrix formed from the x, y 
separations of the antennas in the array. The 496 cross-correlations are then complemented with their Hermitian pairs to 
make a 992-point Hermitian function which is referred to as the visibility function. A Fourier transform of the visibility 
function is taken to generate the image. 

The FOV of the imager is defined by a combination of the primary antenna patterns and the antenna spacings in the 
array. The antenna patterns are designed to have a nominal ~9 dBi gain, so beyond an off-axis angle of ~28° the 
sensitivity to radiation is somewhat diminished. The half angle FOV of the imager in the θ (horizontal) and φ  (vertical) 
directions is given by Eq. 1 and 2, where λ is the radiation wavelength and g is the antenna separation along the principal 
axes of the hexagonal grid. The visibility function over-sampling parameter is given by NV, which is unity for Nyquist 
sampling across the array, thus defining the half-angle field of view of the alias free zone.  This is a zone in which 

Figure 2. The short waveguide antennas showing the loop feed top (left) and underside (middle) which is excited 
by horizontal linear polarisation and their deployment in the antenna array (right). During imager operation, a 
5 mm thick transparent polycarbonate cover protects the antenna array, removed for the above photograph. 
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sources are reproduced in the image without spurious features arising from under-sampling. For a hexagonal grid array, 
the alias free zone approximates to a hexagon and is illustrated for this imager in Figure 8. Sources outside this region 
fall in the alias zone and as such may manifest themselves as unwanted features in the imagery. For the array in Figure 2 
the alias free zone is defined by sin θ1/2 = 1.1, and sin φ 1/2 = 0.64, thus in the horizontal plane it extends out to ±90° but 
in the vertical direction it only extends to ± 40°. The angular increment in the image (pixel size in radians) is given by 
Eq 3 and 4, where X is the size across the antenna array in the horizontal direction and Y is the size in the vertical 
direction and NI is the image over-sampling parameter. For synthesised beam-width pixels, NI is equal to unity. The 
number of pixels across the full image in the θ and φ directions is therefore given by Eq. 5 and 6, for unity NV and NI, 
these represent the number of synthesised beam-width pixels across the alias free zone, which for the present system is 
19 and 9 in the θ and φ directions respectively.       
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The visibility oversampling function, NV, can be increased from unity in integer multiples by interpolation and this has 
the effect of increasing the FOV of the imager into the alias zone. The image oversampling function, NI, can be increased 
from unity by appending zeros on to the visibility function, or by applying non-linear techniques to append non-zero 
values, thus avoiding ringing around bright spots in the image. This has the effect of presenting an image which is easier 
to interpret. In the analysis of images NV is normally chosen to be 2, to show the result of processing beyond the nominal 
3 dB response of the antenna, however for display purposes, the image is normally cropped to NV ~ 1. NI is normally set 
to 3, so the effects of the diffraction resolution limits in the image can be recognised.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 

3. SYSTEMS TESTS 
 
A series of tests were conducted to 
characterise the receiver system and its 
performance. Receiver noise temperatures 
and the radiometric sensitivity were 
measured and compared with theory. The 
system stability and signal-to-noise ratio 
improvements with integration time were 
examined. Aliasing was characterised and 
near-field effects quantified and accounted 
for. 

3.1  Noise temperature measurements 

The noise temperature on each of the 32 
channels was measured separately using 
the Y-factor test whilst the polycarbonate 
protection cover on the antennas was in 
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Figure 3. The antenna patterns of the 
imager, nominal gain ~9 dBi with a 3 dB 
half angle of ~28°, simulated (above) and 
measured (below) for the E-plane (left) 
and the H-plane (right). The cross-polar 
responses are 10 dB below the co-polar 
responses. 
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place, giving a mean value of 453 K with a standard deviation 55 K. Measuring without the protection cover gave a 
mean value of 387 K, indicating a loss of 0.43 dB in the cover. The noise figure of the receiver alone (not including the 
antenna and its transmission line) was measured at 2.8 dB, which indicates the noise temperature contribution from this 
section is 262 K. Given noise temperature of the receiver with the antenna is 387 K, the antenna adds 124 K of noise, 
which is consistent with a loss in the antenna and transmission line of 1.55 dB.     

3.2  Radiometric sensitivity 

The radiometric sensitivity was measured using a large area extended thermal source comprising of a standard household 
iron covered with millimetre wave absorber. Three sequences of images were taken each with 100 frames, and having 
integration times of 40 ms, 1 ms and 10 s. From the image sequences the mean and standard deviation in the radiation 
temperature differences between the centre of the source (measured to be 40 °C using an infrared thermometer) and the 
ambient room background (21°C) were calculated. It has been assumed here that the emissivity of the source at 
22.51 GHz has the same value as that used by the thermometer. Under these circumstances the measured radiometric 
sensitivity is simply the product of the differences between the source and background radiation temperature and the 
ratio of the standard deviation to mean. 

The theoretical radiometric sensitivity is estimated using the standard radiometer equation adapted for aperture synthesis 
[5], which is given by Eq. 7, where TA is the antenna temperature, TR is the receiver noise temperature, BRF is the radio 
frequency bandwidth, tINT is the integration time, ηQ is the sampling quantisation efficiency (2/π correcting for single-bit 
digitisation [2]), ηM is the antenna main beam-efficiency (reasonably assumed to be 0.7) and F is the fractional filling of 
the array. The fractional filling of the array is from geometrical considerations given by Eq. 8 where d is the antenna 
diameter, D is the diameter of the array and NC is the number of channels in the receiver, in this case 32. The fractional 
collection area is estimated to be 23.5 %, given the array configuration (Figure 2) and the antennas which have a 
diameter of ~12 mm.     
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Results from the comparison of measured and 
theoretical radiometric sensitivities are shown in 
Table 1. The agreement is good for the 40 ms and 
1 s integration times, but out by a factor of two for 
the 10 s integration times. Systematic effects may 
prevent sensitivities better than 270 mK for a 20 K 
contrast from being achieved using longer 
integration times, and this continues to be 
investigated.   
 

Figure 4. The standard deviation (left) and mean (centre) of the radiation temperature measured from 100 
sequences each of integration time 1 s of a household iron covered with millimetre wave absorber (right).   

Table 1. The measured and theoretical radiometric sensitivity 
of the 32-channel 22 GHz imager.    

Integration Time  Measured 
sensitivity 

Theoretical 
sensitivity 

40 ms 2.0 K 2.07 K 

1 s 435 mK 415 mK 

10 s 275 mK 131 mK 
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3.3  Signal-to-noise ratio as a function of integration time 

Assessment of the reduction in the noise as a function of integration time can be made by plotting the ratio of the 
standard deviation to the mean of a sequence of images. Using a signal from a 25 dB ENR noise source, amplified by a 
30 dB gain amplifier, sequences of 100 images were taken each with integration times ranging from 1 ms to 10 s. The 
ratios of standard deviation to mean are illustrated in Figure 5. It can be seen that the gradient of -1/2 on the log-log plot 
is commensurate with the expected reduction in random noise, this being the inverse proportionality to the root of 
integration time.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4  Point spread function 

The point spread function can be measured by generating the 
image from a point source. The point source used is the noise 
source illustrated in Figure 5. At a distance of 2 metres from the 
imager, the open WG-20 (WR-42) waveguide, having internal 
dimensions of 10.668 mm by 4.318 mm, is only a small fraction 
(2.7 %) of the ~λ/D diffraction limited 3 dB width of the antenna 
array. The image of the point source is shown as a surface plot in 
Figure 6. The estimated full 3 dB width of the peak in the 
horizontal x-direction (E-plane) is 5.7°, whilst that in the vertical 
y-direction (H-plane) is 6.6°. These measurements agree 
reasonably well with the (λ/X) and (λ/Y) approximated diffraction 
limited widths which are 6.7° and 8.0° respectively. In reality the 
precise beam-width can vary by 10’s of %, this being a function 
of the precise distribution of baselines in the antenna array, with 
possible enhancements due to near-field effects. The first negative 
side lobe is at the 12.5% level and the first positive side lobe is at 
the 6.7% level.   

3.5  System magnitude and phase stability   

The system magnitude and phase stabilities were assessed by examining the visibility functions from two consecutive 
measurements of a nominally identical source.  The source used was the 25 dB ENR noise source with 30 dB of gain 
(shown in Figure 5) and this was placed 174 cm from the imager and measured twice a few seconds apart with an 
integration time of 1 s. The fractional magnitude stability Δm and absolute phase difference stability Δφ can be defined 
by Eq. 9 and 10, respectively, where z1 and z2 are the complex visibility vectors from the two consecutive measurements. 
These two figures of merit for the stability are plotted in Figure 7, from which statistical analysis across the 496 
baselines indicates the fractional magnitude stability has a mean value of ~3.45x10-4 with a standard deviation of 
2.30x10-4 and the phase stability has a mean value of essentially zero with a standard deviation of 0.0181°.  
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Figure 5. The reduction in the ratio of the standard deviation to mean (left) of the central pixel of a series 
of 100 images of a point noise source in the centre of the FOV (right).  

Figure 6. The measured point spread function 
of the 32-channel 22 GHz imager. 
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Under these measurement conditions the level of power into the receivers from the noise source is approximately the 
same as that of the combined emission from the ambient temperature scene and the receiver noise. With lower noise 
source powers, and/or shorter integration times, the apparent magnitude and phase stability worsens, however this is only 
the effect of an increased amount of random noise. Furthermore, it was found that by increasing the noise source power 
into the receivers by moving the source closer to the antennas and/or by increasing the integration time to 10 s, no 
improvement measurement of stability could be measured. For these reasons it is believe the stability illustrated in 
Figure 7 represents the systematic limits of the system, arising in either the correlator or the receivers or both.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The system stability also changes with time, but has not yet been accurately quantified, suffice to say that it is apparent 
over periods of 15 minutes to half an hour and associated with temperature changes. These may be within the 20 minute 
warm up time after switch-on or if the system is moved into an environment with a slightly different ambient 
temperature, such as moving the system from an indoor to an outdoor measurement scenario. For this reason phase 
calibration data is recorded at the time of taking imagery.  

3.6  Susceptibility to aliasing 

The antenna patterns of Figure 3 indicate there is system sensitivity outside the alias free zone. This has been assessed 
by measuring the response to a low energy discharge lamp moved about in the FOV. The experiments were done in a 
laboratory with no windows and so the indoor radiation temperature was at a nominal ambient, 294 K, and the lamp was 
measured to have a radiation temperature of ~100 K above that of the ambient.  

Measurements of the lamp at a distance of 1.5 m from the imager, first in the centre of the FOV and then at 80 cm, and 
160 cm, above the FOV centre are shown in the upper, left to right images, of Figure 8. The simulations of these 
movements are shown in the corresponding lower traces of the figure. The location of the alias free zone is shown as the 
white hexagon in the figure. When the lamp is in the centre of the FOV, both measurement and simulation show the 
lamp as a bright spot in the centre, with lower level side bands. Upon moving the lamp upwards to the 80 cm position, 
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Figure 7. The aperture synthesis imager stability in magnitude (left) expressed as a fraction (peak value 
0.11 %) and the phase (right) expressed in radians (peak value 0.0526°) of the cross-correlations represented 
in visibility function format for two consecutive measurements of a point source. The circular base with the 
values of zero is only shown to illustrate the boundary of the visibility function and is not measured data. 
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the lamp is still within the alias free zone and is reproduced correctly in both the measured and simulated image. 
However a second white spot feature appears, outside the alias free zone, but in the lower region of both the measured 
and simulated image. When the lamp is moved to the 160 cm position above the centre, and outside the alias free zone 
(effectively spatially under-sampled across the array), its location is correctly reproduced in both the measured and 
simulated image. However, the feature in the lower portion of the image has now moved into the alias free zone and is 
shown as a stronger feature than the lamp.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.7  Near-field effects 

The imager was designed to operate in the far-field of the array and where possible to generate images in the near-field 
region and assess the effects of operating in these regions. The Rayleigh distance, a discriminator between the two 
regions, is that distance from a source, where the deviation in phase across an aperture of size D between spherical and 
plane waves is 22.5 ° (λ/16), and as such is given [4] by Eq. 11. Given the imager has an aperture of ~10 cm, the Rayleigh 
distance is ~1.5 m.  

λ

22D
RRayleigh =                                                                                   (11) 

Far-field and near-field, phase effects in the imager can be examined experimentally by observing phase shifts in the 
complex visibility function that arise from the lateral displacements of a noise source in the imager FOV. In the far-field, 
the phase shift on the visibility function that arises from moving a noise source at a range of 1.84 m, laterally 12 cm off 
axis (an angular displacement of 3.73°), can be viewed as a plane surface tilted in the direction of the displacement, as 
illustrated by looking at this surface perpendicularly to the tilt angle in Figure 9. (A phase scatter of around 6.5° 
illustrated in the plot arises due to small phase shift in the antennas.) In the near-field, at a range of 51 mm from the 
array, performing a similar angular displacement by moving the source 3.5 mm yields a slope in the visibility phase 
function as indicated in Figure 9. From this plot it can be seen that the total spread in the phase ranges from 20° degrees 
to 90° and contains structure.      

The phase shifts that arise from moving a noise source laterally in the FOV can be examined theoretically by considering 
the geometry in Figure 10, where a phase shift φ measured on a baseline b results from a source angular displacement of 
α at a distance R from the array. In the far-field, the phase shift which this gives rise to is given by Eq. 12, which using 
the phase slope from Figure 9 indicates an angle α of 3.65°, which is in good agreement with the above direct measured 
angular displacement of 3.73±0.1°. 

 

 

Alias 

Lamp 

Alias free zone 

Figure 8. Measurements 
(upper) and simulations 
(lower) of a discharge 
lamp (top right) moving 
vertically in imager 
FOV. The alias free 
zone of the image is 
bound by a white 
hexagon (lower left). 
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In the near field, the phase shift is more complicated, but simple considerations about the geometry in Figure 10 indicate 
that the phase shift is given by Eq. 13, where the two lengths lC2, lA2 are given by Eq. 14 and 15 and the angles α are 
given by Eq. 16 and 17. The deviation in the phase from that of the far-field scenario is given by Eq. 18, and in the 
central linear portion of the FOV, this phase deviation reduces to that given in Eq. 19. For the above near-field 
displacement of the source, the phase deviation given by Eq. 18 is plotted in Figure 11 for a 10 cm baseline (the longest 
baseline in the array). This indicates a phase deviation of 45° for a 3.5 mm displacement, which when including the 
phase shift of the conjugate, agrees well with the total spread of 90° from the above measurement. The smaller phase 
shifts are generated by the baselines shorter than 10 cm.   
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Figure 9. Phase shifts due to a horizontal displacement (in the x-plane) of a noise source in the far field (left) and 
the near-field (right) as seen along the y-axis of the visibility phase function. The slope indicates the angular 
displacement of the source. In the near-field the increased phase spread is a near field effect. 
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Figure 11. The near-field phase deviation, Eq. 18, (from 
the far-field) due to a 3.5 mm lateral displacement of a 
source at a range of 51 mm for a 10 cm baseline.  
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near field phase shifts measured on a 
baseline of length b (A-C) due to a lateral 
source displacement, d, from position 1 to 2. 
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4. IMAGERY: RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 
 
4.1  Indoor measurements (video frame rate: one per second) 

For indoor measurements, the contrast of the human body against the background is in the region of ~8 K, due to the 
40 % body reflectivity of a nominal 35 °C body temperature source, in an environment with an ambient temperature of 
21°C. To show images of good contrast, system integration times were set at 1 s, giving a measured sensitivity of 
435 mK and hence a contrast to noise ratio of ~18:1. An image of a person holding a 10-cm square of a metal reflector at 
a distance of 1.2 m from the imager (in the near-field) is shown in Figure 12. The shape of the head, torso and legs of the 
person in the image can be recognised. The presence of the reflector in the image can be seen as a dark, radiometrically 
“cold” spot in the image. An image of a person also at a distance of 1.2 m from the imager holding a block of wood is 
shown in Figure 13. The presence of the wood in the image can also be observed as a radiometrically “cold” region.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. A passive 22 GHz image (left) of a subject concealing a 10 cm square of metal foil under a 
jumper. Unconcealed, the foil can be seen in the photo on the right. There are essentially no differences 
between the 22 GHz images taken when the foil is concealed or unconcealed by the clothing.  
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4.2  Outdoor measurement (video frame rate: 25/s) 

To generate video rate imagery of persons it was useful to raise the contrast between the subject and its background. This 
was done by placing the subject in front of a large sky reflector, with the imager being located in the back of a transit van 
as illustrated in Figure 14. The subject was standing approximately 1.4 m from the imager and hence in the near-field. 
The sky reflector was made of aluminium and as such has a 100 % reflectivity in the millimetre band and the flat surface 
had a vertical angle of 57°, meaning background radiation entering the imager horizontally originated from sky at a 
zenith angle of 24°. Given the ±40° vertical FOV, background radiation entering the imager originated from the sky at 
zenith angles ranging from 0° to 64°, estimated to have a radiation temperature at 22 GHz ranging from 30 K to 60 K 
from Reference [6]. Given the system sensitivity of 2 K at a 40 ms integration time, the contrast to noise ratio in this 
measurement is estimated to be in the region of ~120. A single frame having an integration time of 40 ms extracted from 
a video is shown in Figure 14. The outline of the head, torso and arms of the person in the image can easily be 
recognised.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Images taken in the far-field were of a local urban scene shown in Figure 15. Sky in the scene at elevations angles 
between 10° and 20° is expected to have radiation temperatures between 130 K and 70 K [6]. The vertical surfaces of 
buildings being made of brick and concrete (estimated reflectivity 10%) would be expected to have radiation 
temperatures of ~280 K. Radiometric temperature differences over the scene would be expected to be in the region of 
210 K. Given the imagery was taken with an integration time of 40 ms, the contrast to noise ratio is 210K/2K = 105.  In 

Figure 13. A passive 22 GHz image (left) of a subject concealing a 20 cm by 14 cm block of wood, 
illustrated on the right, under a jumper. There are essentially no differences between the 22 GHz images 
of the concealed or unconcealed wood.  

Figure 14. A single frame from 25 frames/s video rate footage each with an integration time of 40 ms. The 
imager is located in the back of the transit van and the background to the subject is the cold sky by reflection.  
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the 22.51 GHz image the building outline can be seen against the sky. It can also be recognised that the sky is reflected 
in the concrete ground, a phenomenology of specular reflection known for such surfaces in PMMW imaging.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The structure in images of people and buildings presented here is believed to be due to a combination of side lobes on 
the point spread function and the effects of aliasing. A quantitative analysis of this structure is currently being 
undertaken with a view to image enhancement through possible de-convolution techniques. The resolution in the images 
of people and buildings from this proof-of-concept imager is commensurate with the measured point spread function in 
Figure 6. This resolution is ~12 beam-width pixels across a full ±40° FOV and is precisely that which was expected in 
the design phase of this imager. However, for industry pull-through for the envisaged applications, the follow-on TRL 5 
demonstrators and TRL 6 prototypes require much greater numbers of pixels. A means to achieving this may be through 
the resourceful use of available technologies.  

4.3  High speed video imagery (200 frames / s) 

When images are taken from a platform moving at high speed, objects in the image move rapidly from one pixel to the 
next. Under these circumstances it is important for the pixel integration time to be short, in order that a composite image 
may be reconstructed from the individually sampled pixels. For this reason the ability of the system to image with short 
integration times was investigated. The integration time in the system was set to its minimum effective time (limited 

only by the Ethernet data transfer rate) of 5 ms whilst a 
source was moved quickly in the FOV. As the system 
sensitivity is only 5.9 K at these integration times, the 
noise source illustrated in Figure 5 was chosen to be 
imaged, to give good signal-to-noise ratios. The source 
was moved quickly by hand for two seconds in the 
FOV at a distance of 1.84 m from the imager during 
the data acquisition. Two images extracted from the 
resulting video stream, frame numbers 230 and 324, 
are shown in Figure 16. It can be seen in the images 
that the source is displaced about two beam-widths, 
which is about 0.9 m at this distance from the imager. 
Given the time between frames is 5 ms, the estimated 
speed of moving the source is ~1.9 m/s, which is the 
approximate speed in the experiment. This illustrates 
the capability of the system for high-speed imaging.   

Figure 15. Passive 22 GHz image (left) of an urban scene (right). The cold sky can be seen as dark 
in the image with buildings which having higher radiation temperatures as lighter. Reflections of 
the sky and the buildings can also be seen in the concrete paving slabs on the ground. 

Displacement: 0.9 m 

Frame: 230 Frame: 324 
Figure 16. Two frames separated in time by 0.47 s 
extracted from a video sequence taken at 200 frames per 
second of a noise source being displaced in the FOV.  
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This proof of concept 32-channel 22 GHz imager has demonstrated the capability of an aperture synthesis imaging 
system that uses correlation beam-forming to generate real-time video rate (25/s) imagery of people and buildings, in 
indoor and outdoor scenarios, in the near and far-field regimes. The system has also demonstrated the capability of 
generating imagery at high frame rates (200/s). As such it constitutes a TRL 4 laboratory demonstrator that de-risks the 
route to planar format imagers that can be integrated with buildings and vehicle surfaces for security screening, aircraft 
skins for aero-dynamic all-weather capabilities and satellites for earth observation. The measured radiometric sensitivity 
(2 K for a 40 ms integration time) is in good agreement with its theoretical prediction and the measured point spread 
function has the expected shape and width. The susceptibility of the system to aliasing was measured using a point 
source and is well understood, whilst the magnitude and phase stability on short timescales (1 s) was found to be 3.45 x 
10-4 (mean value as a fraction) and 0.0181° as a standard deviation (mean value ~ 0°), indicating a highly stable system. 
Near-field effects were quantified by moving a noise source a few centimetres from the antenna array and were found to 
agree well with the standard theory. Interpretation of the structure of imagery is currently under investigation with a 
view to image enhancement using possible de-convolution techniques. The number of beam-width pixels in the image 
from this system is small (~140), but it is the demonstration, understanding and de-risking of this proof of concept which 
is important. Follow-on TRL 5 demonstrator and TRL 6 prototype imagers may be able to generate thousands of pixels 
for industry pull-through of the envisaged security, all-weather and space applications.   
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